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The life expectancy growth is a general trend for the world population, which translates into an increase of people
older than 55 years in Western societies. This entails to the rise of health problems as well as large investments in
healthcare. In general, we are spectators Y tambe voldria saber si ens pots fer una asse
of how a large group of citizens have a new life after retirement.
The XXI century societies are facing the problem of the need of a healthy population, even after retirement. There
is a need in developing new strategies to allow those citizens to improve their knowledge of the environmental
changes. The research in Soil Science and related disciplines is the strategy we are using on the Geograns program
to inform the students (older than 55) about the changes the Earth and the Soil System are suffering. And this
should be done in a healthy and active teaching environment.
The NAUGRAN program is being developed by the University of Valencia for more than 10 years and shows
the advances on education for senior students. Within this program, Geograns is bringing the environmentalist
ideas to the students. This is a difficult task as those students were born in a society were nature was created to be
exploited and not to be conserved (e.g. Green Revolution, agricultural transformations of the 60’s in Spain).
This is the reason why the University of Valencia developed at the end of the 90’s a program to teach students
older than 55.
This paper shows the advances on new strategies developed during 2013 with a group of these senior students.
The main strategy was to take the students to visit the nature and to explain the functioning of the Earth and
Soil System. Those visits were organized with the collaboration of scientist, environmentalist, farmers and
technicians; and the guiding thread was trekking. This mix showed our students different views and sides of the
same phenomena (e.g. tillage operations, soil erosion problems, water quantity and quality). This is a healthy way
to transfer our students’ environmental information.


